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Abstract—Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are one of the most important ingredients in the Internet of Things. Thus it is vital to

design a good power saving protocol, which operates at the medium access control (MAC) layer, for a WSN since sensors are

generally battery-powered. On the other hand, organizing a WSN into coronas centered at the sink is a simple effective technique to

achieve low-overhead routing where every sensor needs neither to broadcast beacons nor to maintain routing/neighbor tables. Hence

in this paper, we propose an optimal and maximized configurable power saving protocol, named Green-MAC, for a corona-based

WSN, which has the following attractive features. (i) By using the generalized Chinese remainder theorem, Green-MAC guarantees

that any two sensors in the neighboring coronas can simultaneously wake up in bounded time regardless of their schedule offset as

well as their respective cycle lengths. (ii) Given the cycle length, the ATF-ratio (i.e. the fraction of awake time frames in a cycle) of each

sensor reaches the theoretical minimum. (iii) Under the minimum ATF-ratio constraints, the number of configurable ATF-ratios of each

sensor reaches the theoretical maximum. (iv) An ATF-ratio configuration scheme is proposed for Green-MAC such that the power

consumption of a WSN can be minimized while the worst event-to-sink delay requirement can be fulfilled with high probability. Both

theoretical analysis and simulation results demonstrate that Green-MAC greatly outperforms existing power saving protocols for

corona-based WSNs, including Q-MAC and Queen-MAC, in terms of ATF-ratio, configurability, network lifetime, delay violation ratio,

and event-to-sink throughput.

Index Terms—Chinese remainder theorem, medium access control (MAC), power saving protocol, quorum, and wireless sensor

network (WSN)
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1 INTRODUCTION

WIRELESS sensor networks (WSNs) are expected to play
a significant role in the future Internet of Things [2]

due to their advantages in supporting applications requir-
ing quick and low-cost deployment. In a WSN, a large num-
ber of sensors capable of sensing, processing, and wireless
transmission are scattered in a region of interest, and collab-
orate to report the sensed information to the sink through a
multi-hop fashion to achieve a certain common goal [1],
[19]. Since sensors are generally powered by batteries, it is
essential to design a good power saving protocol, which
operates at themedium access control (MAC) layer, to prolong
the lifetime of a WSN.

1.1 Related Work

Existing power saving protocols for WSNs could be divided
into two categories [1], [28]: outband and inband. In outband
power saving protocols [23], [25], all sensors are equipped
with two radios: data radio and wakeup radio, where these

two radios operate in different channels. The data radio
keeps sleeping until communication is desired, while the
wakeup radio periodically wakes up for a short time to lis-
ten for the wakeup signal. Once the source sensor s1 ensures
that the intended receiver s2 is awaken by its continuous
signal transmitted via the wakeup channel, s1 can employ
an 802.11-like MAC to transfer data to s2 via the data chan-
nel [23]. Obviously, the high energy efficiency of the out-
band power saving protocols comes at the expense of extra
hardware cost as compared with the inband ones.

The inband power saving protocols where each sensor is
equipped with only one radio could be divided into two
categories [6], [12]: asynchronous and synchronous. In asyn-
chronous power saving protocols [4], [24], each sensor inde-
pendently sets its inter-wakeup interval (e.g. 20 ms) to
periodically turn on its radio to check the medium. When a
sensor has data to send, it transmits a preamble that is long
enough such that all of its neighbors can be awaken. Once
the preamble is detected, the destination sensor stays awake
to receive the data immediately after the preamble, and then
goes to sleep after the finish of data transfer. The apparent
advantage of asynchronous power saving protocols is their
exemption from time synchronization. However, due to
the inability to integrate with the RTS/CTS mechanism,
such a preamble approach may easily suffer from the hid-
den terminal problem [5]. Besides, compared with synchro-
nous protocols, such a long preamble produces excess
energy consumption. Although these drawbacks can be mit-
igated by replacing the long preamble with a series of short
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preamble packets [4], the authors of [6] pointed out that
short preamble approach may still consume more energy
when compared with synchronous protocols since more
preamble packets are needed to be transmitted.

Since many WSN applications require time synchroniza-
tion [10], [19], it is natural to consider synchronous (or called
rendezvous) power saving protocols. As shown in Fig. 1a, in
synchronous power saving protocols [6], [11], [12], [18], [28],
time is divided into fixed-sized time frames; besides, each sen-
sor maintains a cycle pattern, which specifies the positions of
awake time frames (ATFs) and sleep time frames (STFs) in L con-
secutive time frames. We call L the cycle length because the
specific ATF/STF pattern repeats everyL time frames. Since a
sensor may turn off its radio during the entire STF, synchro-
nous power saving protocols must ensure that the source sen-
sor and its intended receiver can simultaneously wake up in
some of their ATFs for data transfer. We could further divide
the synchronous power saving protocols into two categories:
non-configurable and configurable. In non-configurable proto-
cols, all sensors must adhere to the same cycle pattern [28],
which implies that all sensors have the same ATF-ratio, which
is defined as the fraction of ATFs in a cycle. Intuitively, the
lower the ATF-ratio, the less frequently the sensor wakes up,
the more battery power the sensor can save. On the flip side,
the higher the ATF-ratio, the more frequently the sensor
wakes up, the shorter data reception delay the sensor may
perceive. The apparent advantage of configurable power sav-
ing protocols [6], [11], [12], [18] is that the ATF-ratio of each
sensor can be configured based on the traffic load or other
quality-of-service (QoS) requirements tomaximize the energy
efficiency. Therefore, in this paper, we focus on the configura-
ble power saving protocols.

Disco [11], U-connect [18], Q-MAC [6], and Queen-MAC
[12] are the representatives of configurable power saving
protocols. In Disco [11], each sensor s individually selects
an ATF-ratio f and picks two primes, p1 and p2, where
p1 6¼ p2, such that the sum of 1=p1 and 1=p2 (approximately)
equals f. Then as depicted in Fig. 1b, in consecutive p1 � p2
time frames indexed from 0 to p1 � p2 � 1, the sensor s sets
the time frames whose indices are divisible by p1 or p2 as its
ATFs. In U-connect [18], each sensor s individually selects
an ATF-ratio f and picks a prime p such that 1:5=p (approxi-

mately) equals f. Then as shown in Fig. 1c, in consecutive p2

time frames indexed from 0 to p2 � 1, the sensor s sets the

time frames whose indices are smaller than dðpþ 1Þ=2e or
divisible by p as its ATFs. The authors of [18] have formally
shown that given a cycle length L, the ATF-ratios of Disco

and U-connect are about 2=
ffiffiffiffi
L

p
and 1:5=

ffiffiffiffi
L

p
, respectively.

On the other hand, in Disco and U-connect, every sensor
needs to broadcast a beacon specifying its cycle pattern in
the beginning of each ATF. By Chinese remainder theorem
[9], we can ensure the overlapping of ATFs between neigh-
boring sensors. Once a sensor s1 received a beacon from its
neighbor s2, s1 thus discovered s2 and can accordingly pre-
dict the ATFs of it neighbor (s2) for data transmission. These
imply that Disco and U-connect are optimized for unicast
traffic. However, the authors of [6], [20] have shown that in
a corona-based WSN, as depicted in Fig. 3, local traffic is
mainly anycast; hence on the basis of this principle, the
authors of [6], [12] designed beacon-free power saving proto-
cols where each sensor needs not to spend memory/energy
on dealing with beacon-related operations.

Quorum systems [15] have been recently utilized to design
beacon-free configurable power saving protocols, including
Q-MAC [6] and Queen-MAC [12]. As shown in Fig. 2, in
Q-MAC, the consecutive L time frames are arranged as affiffiffiffi
L

p � ffiffiffiffi
L

p
grid in a row-major fashion, where

ffiffiffiffi
L

p
is an inte-

ger. Each sensor selects one row and one column from a

grid of pre-configured size
ffiffiffiffi
L

p � ffiffiffiffi
L

p
as its ATFs, while the

residuals are STFs. For example, in Fig. 2, sensor s1 sets
L ¼ 9 and the ith time frames, where i 2 f0; 1; 2; 5; 8g, as its
ATFs. By grid-quorum property [15], Q-MAC ensures that
the ATFs of any two neighboring sensors can overlap
regardless of their schedule offset and individual cycle

Fig. 1. Part (a) shows the cycle pattern proposed by [28]. Parts (b) and
(c) respectively show the cycle patterns in Disco and U-connect when
the desired ATF-ratio is about 0:5. In part (b), p1 ¼ 3 and p2 ¼ 5. In part
(c), p ¼ 3.

Fig. 2. An example of cycle patterns in Q-MAC, in which sensors s1 and
s2 simultaneously wake up at the zeroth, second, and eighth reference
time frames.

Fig. 3. Illustration of a corona-based WSN. Note that, in Q-MAC [6] and
Queen-MAC [12], sensors in the ith corona, denoted by Ci, are i hops
away from the sink.
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lengths. Thus we can conclude that (i) given a cycle length

L, the ATF-ratio of Q-MAC is about 2=
ffiffiffiffi
L

p
, which is, how-

ever, larger than that of U-connect, and (ii) given the maxi-
mum cycle length Lmax, the number of configurable ATF-

ratios of each sensor is
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Lmax

p
. To demonstrate the power of

configurability, Q-MAC operates on a corona-based WSN
such that each sensor can configure its ATF-ratio according
to its corona-tier and traffic load.

Recently, the authors of [12] further indicated that in a
corona-based WSN, there is no need to insist on the overlap
of ATFs between every pair of sensors. By only guaranteeing
the overlap of ATFs between sensors in neighboring coro-
nas, the whole WSN can still function well since each sensor
needs to rely on merely the sensors in the inner adjacent
corona to relay data to the sink. On the basis of this princi-
ple, the authors of [12] proposed a configurable power sav-
ing protocols, called Queen-MAC, in which the ATF-ratio of
each sensor can achieve only half of that in Q-MAC. Specifi-
cally, in Queen-MAC, all sensors have the same cycle length

L, where
ffiffiffiffi
L

p
is an integer. The consecutive L time frames

are arranged as a
ffiffiffiffi
L

p � ffiffiffiffi
L

p
grid in a row-major fashion. As

shown in Fig. 4, a sensor in an odd-tier corona can select i
columns from the grid as its ATFs, while a sensor in an
even-tier corona can select j rows from the grid as its ATFs,

where 1 � i; j � ffiffiffiffi
L

p
are configurable parameters. Since

rows and columns in a grid have intersections, Queen-MAC
ensures the overlap of ATFs between sensors in neighboring
coronas. However, we observe that, in Queen-MAC, given a

cycle length L, (i) the ATF-ratio of a sensor is at least 1=
ffiffiffiffi
L

p
,

which is still far from the optimal value, and (ii) the number

of configurable ATF-ratios of each sensor is only
ffiffiffiffi
L

p
. Intui-

tively, the larger the number of configurable ATF-ratios, the
more precisely the sensors are able to configure their
wakeup frequencies according to QoS requirements to
achieve high energy efficiency.

1.2 Objective and Contributions

Given the maximum cycle length Lmax, let us denote
the number of configurable ATF-ratios of each sensor by
uðLmaxÞ. We say that a configurable power saving protocol
for a corona-basedWSN is optimal andmaximized configurable
if it satisfies the following two requirements.

R1. Minimum ATF-ratio requirement. The ATF-ratio of
every sensor with a cycle length L is only Oð1=LÞ.

R2. Maximized configurability requirement. Under the con-
strain of R1, uðLmaxÞ ¼ VðLmax= lnLmaxÞ.

The reasons for R1 are that there should be at least one ATF
in a cycle, and we allow that the ATFs of two neighboring
sensors located in the same corona can never overlap. The
reason for R2 is because under the constraint of R1,
VðLmax= lnLmaxÞ is currently the best known asymptotic
bound1 of uðLmaxÞ. (See Section 3.)

The major objective of this paper is to design a beacon-
free configurable power saving protocol that satisfies both
R1 and R2 for a corona-based WSN. The overall contribu-
tions of this paper are as follows:

� The authors of [15], [28] have proved that in any quo-
rum-based power saving protocols, the ATF-ratio of a
sensor with a cycle length L can be no less than

1=d ffiffiffiffi
L

p e. Therefore, in this paper, instead of adopting
quorum systems, we employ the generalized Chinese
remainder theorem [9] to construct the cycle pattern
such that the ATF-ratio of every sensor with a cycle
length L can reach the theoretical lower bound
Oð1=LÞ. We name our protocol Green-MAC. To the
best of our knowledge, Green-MAC is the first con-
figurable power saving protocol for a WSN where
the ATF-ratio of every sensor can be much lower than

the traditional quorum bound, 1=d ffiffiffiffi
L

p e.
� Then we prove that the number of configurable ATF-

ratios in Green-MAC is asymptotically maximized.
To illuminate the power of configurability, we focus
the WSN applications on event detection and reporting
[20], [25], such as intruder detection and the detec-
tion of fire and hazards. This kind of applications
exhibits prolonged periods of inactivity till the time
an event of interest is detected. Importantly, upon
detecting an event, a report of this event has to be
promptly relayed to the sink. To achieve this goal, we
propose an ATF-ratio configuration scheme such
that the power consumption of a WSN is minimized,
while the worst event-to-sink delay requirement can
be satisfied with a pre-specified probability.

� Finally, we evaluate the average power consumption
of a WSN. We validate our analysis through simula-
tions. Further, by conducting extensive simulations,
we quantitatively show that under the architecture
of a corona-based WSN, Green-MAC is much more
energy-efficient than existing beacon-free configura-
ble power saving protocols, including Q-MAC [6]
and Queen-MAC [12].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2
and Section 3, we present and analysis the Green-MAC pro-
tocol in detail. Section 4 presents the ATF-ratio configura-
tion scheme and analyzes the average power consumption
of a WSN running Green-MAC. Extensive simulations are
conducted in Section 5. Section 6 concludes this paper.

2 THE GREEN-MAC PROTOCOL

Green-MAC consists of four components: an initial configu-
ration procedure, a wakeup/sleep schedule scheme, an

Fig. 4. An example of cycle patterns in Queen-MAC, in which sensors s1
and s2 in different but adjacent coronas wake up simultaneously at the
fifth reference time frame.

1. Given two functions fðnÞ and gðnÞ, we denote fðnÞ ¼ VðgðnÞÞ if
there exists two positive constants c and n0 such that cgðnÞ � fðnÞ for
all n � n0.

LIN ET AL.: OPTIMAL AND MAXIMIZED CONFIGURABLE POWER SAVING PROTOCOLS FOR CORONA-BASED WIRELESS SENSOR... 3
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anycast procedure, and a routing procedure. Before pro-
ceeding, we first present our protocol assumptions.

2.1 Assumptions

The assumptions behind the Green-MAC are listed as fol-
lows. (i) The sink is considered always awake. (ii) As in [6],
[12], we assume that in the network area, sensors are ran-
domly and uniformly deployed; besides, after the deploy-
ment, the positions of all sensors are static. (iii) As in [6],
[12], we assume that sensors are time synchronized. Accord-
ing to [14], time synchronization can be easily accomplished
in the WSN where sensors are equipped with GPS receivers
[3]. For GPS-free WSNs, several industrial-strength time
synchronization mechanisms have been proposed, includ-
ing [7], [13], such that network-wide time synchronization
error can be bounded within 255 ms [13], [30], which is less
than one slot time [26]. Since employing CSMA/CA (carrier
sense multiple access with collision avoidance) within a
time frame, Green-MAC requires only coarse-grained time
synchronization between each sensor and its next-hop
group, and can tolerate such a small synchronization error.
(See Section 2.4.) (iv) The transmission range of each sensor
is adjustable between 0 and r meters. (v) We focus the WSN
applications on event detection and reporting, where the
sink is not required to communicate with a particular
sensor, and the sensed event data is always destined for the
sink [20].

2.2 Initial Configuration Procedure

The purpose of this procedure is to organize the WSN into
equal-width coronas around the sink, as shown in Fig. 5. A
by-product of this procedure is that the sink can flood the
protocol parameters to all sensors. In Green-MAC, the pro-
tocol parameters include the transmission range ar of every
sensor in the initial configuration phase, the transmission
range r of every sensor after the initial configuration phase,
the protocol constant G, and the cycle length LCi

for the sen-

sors in corona Ci, where 0 < a < 1, 1 � i � Hmax, Hmax ¼
R
ar

� �
, and R is the radius of the region of the WSN. Note that

we will present how to determine the appropriate values of
LCi

and a in Section 4.2 and Section 5.2, respectively. In

order to create coronas, after the deployment of a WSN, the
sink uses the power level corresponding to the transmission

range ar to broadcast an NET_INIT packet with a field
tier count ¼ 1. Note that Fig. 6a depicts the packet format of
NET_INIT. When a sensor receives an NET_INIT with
tier count ¼ i, the following process is triggered: If its
tier count has not been set or is larger than i, it stores the
protocol parameters (i.e. tier count, G, and LCi

), increases

the value of tier count field by one, and then rebroadcasts
the NET_INIT packet with transmission range ar; other-
wise, that NET_INIT will be discarded. After the initial con-
figuration phase, the sensors with tier count ¼ i form the
corona Ci, and the width of each corona is ar; moreover,
each sensor in Ci thereafter fixes its transmission range and
cycle length as r and LCi

, respectively.

2.3 Wakeup/Sleep Schedule Scheme

For each sensor in Green-MAC, “the length of a cycle” and
“the positions of ATFs/STFs in a cycle” must respectively
adhere to the following rules:

� Cycle length rule. Given two integers G � 1 and
Lmax � 2G, let L ¼ fG;Gþ 1; . . . ; Lmaxg. Let Lodd � L
and Leven � L be the sets of feasible cycle lengths for
the sensors in odd-tier coronas and even-tier coro-
nas, respectively. Then for each L 2 Lodd and
L0 2 Leven, we require that the greatest common divi-
sor of L and L0, denoted by gcdðL;L0Þ, is no more
than G.

� Cycle pattern rule. Assume that the cycle length of a
sensor is L. Then for that sensor, in a cycle, the first
consecutive G time frames are ATFs, while the resid-
ual L�G time frames are STFs.

An example of Lodd and Leven is shown in Table 1, where
we set Lmax ¼ 36 and G ¼ 2. Further, Fig. 7 illustrates, in
Green-MAC, how two sensors, s1 and s2, in different but
adjacent coronas arrange their individual ATFs. From
Fig. 7, we can observe that two sensors, s1 and s2, can simul-
taneously wake up at the 10th reference time frame even if
their schedule offset Dðs1; s2Þ 6¼ 0. Importantly, we have the
following general result.

Theorem 1. Green-MAC guarantees that in bounded time, any
two sensors, say s1 and s2, in the neighboring coronas can

Fig. 5. Formation of corona structure. In this example, we set a ¼ 4=7.

Fig. 6. Packet formats for Green-MAC.

4 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON MOBILE COMPUTING, VOL. 14, NO. X, XXXXX 2015
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wake up at the same time frame regardless of their schedule
offset Dðs1; s2Þ as well as their respective cycle lengths, Ls1

and Ls2 .

Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that the sched-
ule of s1 leads that of s2 by Dðs1; s2Þ ¼ t (in units of time
frame). According to the cycle pattern rule, the set of the
positions of ATFs in a cycle includes f0; 1; . . . ; G� 1g.
Thus from Fig. 7, we can observe that if one of s1’s ATFs
and one of s2’s ATFs can mutually meet, there must exist
some x 2 f0; 1; . . . ; G� 1g and y 2 f0; 1; . . . ; G� 1g such
that the following system of congruences has infinitely
many positive integer solutions z

z � x ðmod Ls1Þ
z � tþ y ðmod Ls2Þ;

�
(1)

where for positive integers a, b, and L, the notation
“a � b ðmod LÞ” means that “a mod L ¼ b mod L.”
Clearly, the solutions of z are the reference time frames at
which both s1 and s2 simultaneously wake up. Take
Fig. 7 for example. Given the schedule offset Dðs1; s2Þ ¼
3, s1’s 0th time frame (also an ATF) and s2’s 1st time
frame (also an ATF) can meet each other at the 10th refer-
ence time frame since 10 � 0 ðmod 10Þ and 10 � 3 þ
1 ðmod 6Þ.

Since s1 and s2 are in the neighboring coronas, by
cycle length rule, we have gcdðLs1 ; Ls2Þ ¼ g � G. On the

other hand, according to the generalized Chinese remainder
theorem [9], equation (1) has infinitely many positive inte-
ger solutions if and only if x � tþ y ðmod gÞ. Since the
value of ðtþ yÞ mod g falls in the set f0; 1; . . . ; g� 1g, this
theorem hence follows from the fact that f0; 1; . . . ;
g� 1g � f0; 1; . . . ; G� 1g. tu

2.4 Anycast and Routing Procedures

We assume that when a sensor detects an event, it should
send its sensed data toward the sink. The routing procedure
of Green-MAC works as follows. In Green-MAC, the sen-
sors in corona Ci take responsibility for relaying the data

sent from the sensors in corona Ciþ1 to the sensors in corona
Ci�1. Since Green-MAC ensures that sensors in the neigh-
boring coronas can simultaneously wake up in bounded
time, a sensor with buffered event data, called backlogged
sensor, can send its event packets to any one of the sensors
in the inner adjacent corona. By this way, every sensor
needs neither to broadcast beacons nor to maintain rout-
ing/neighbor tables, and the sensed data can be routed
corona-by-corona from source sensors to the sink.

In what follows, we describe the anycast procedure of
Green-MAC in detail. As illustrated in Fig. 8, when sensor
s1 intends to send event data destined for the sink, s1 should
first send an RTS (request-to-send) containing its MAC
address and the corona-tier to ask for relaying. Each awake
sensor in the next-hop group of s1 that received the RTS
should backoff to contend for sending a CTS (clear-to-send),
where the next-hop group of a sensor s1 in corona Ci is
defined as the set of sensors in corona Ci�1 that are in the
transmission coverage of s1. Taking Fig. 5 for example, sen-
sors s2, s3, and s4 together form the next-hop group of s1.
Upon receiving the CTS from s2, s1 sends a DATA to s2, and
s2 then acknowledges its receipt. Note that if not receiving
any CTS, s1 may temporarily abort its anycast attempt and
wait for the next time frame. The packet formats of RTS,
CTS, DATA, and ACK in Green-MAC are shown in Fig. 6.
In a dense WSN, the simultaneous contentions of RTSs and
CTSs may easily result in collisions. Thus we employ our
previously proposed scalable backoff scheme [27] to alleviate
this problem. Specifically, before sending an RTS or a CTS, a
sensor shall wait for an LIFS and a random backoff period
SlotTime�B, where LIFS stands for long interframe space,
and B is a reverse truncated geometric random variable with
parameter q, 0 < q < 1. Importantly, we assign PrðB ¼ bÞ ¼
ð1� qÞqCW�b if 1 � b � CW , and PrðB ¼ bÞ ¼ qCW if b ¼ 0.
According to [27], it can be shown that by scalable backoff
scheme, the success probability of an RTS or a CTS can be
nearly 90 percent even in a very dense WSN. Note that in
our simulations, we set q ¼ 0:8 and CW ¼ 31.

To avoid the hidden terminal problem [19] and conserve
energy, in an ATF, a sensor can immediately go to sleep
whenever it hears an RTS, a CTS, or a DATA not intended
for it, or the medium is sensed idle for a period of
Tlisten, where we set Tlisten ¼ LIFSþ CW þmaxfTRTS; TCTSg.

TABLE 1
An Example of Lodd and Leven

Lodd
cycle length 2 4 5 7 10 14 19 23 29
ATF-ratio 1.000 0.500 0.400 0.286 0.200 0.143 0.105 0.087 0.069

Leven
cycle length 2 3 6 11 13 17 22 26 31 34
ATF-ratio 1.000 0.667 0.333 0.181 0.153 0.118 0.091 0.077 0.065 0.059

Fig. 7. An example of cycle patterns in Green-MAC, where we assume
that G ¼ 2. Fig. 8. An example of the anycast procedure in Green-MAC.

LIN ET AL.: OPTIMAL AND MAXIMIZED CONFIGURABLE POWER SAVING PROTOCOLS FOR CORONA-BASED WIRELESS SENSOR... 5
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Normally, a backlogged sensor sends data only during its
AFTs. However, to reduce anycast delay for time-sensitive
applications, we could also adopt the aggressive anycast
scheme, in which a backlogged sensor can keep trying to
anycast data across multiple time frames (some of which
may be originally STFs) until its buffered data is empty;
thereafter, that sensor switches back to the normal wakeup/
sleep mode.

3 OPTIMALITY OF GREEN-MAC

In this section, we provide performance comparisons
among Q-MAC [6], Queen-MAC [12], and Green-MAC with
regard to the ATF-ratio and configurability.

Theorem 2. In Green-MAC, given the protocol constant G � 1,
the ATF-ratio of every sensor with a cycle length L is
G=L ¼ Oð1=LÞ.

Proof. Since G is a constant and independent of L, this theo-
rem follows from the cycle pattern rule. tu

Theorem 3. Given the protocol constant G � 1 and the maxi-
mum cycle length Lmax � 2G, the number of configurable
ATF-ratios uðLmaxÞ of each sensor in Green-MAC is in the
order of V Lmax=lnLmaxð Þ.

Proof. Clearly, for a sensor in Green-MAC, the number of
configurable ATF-ratios is equal to the number of feasible
cycle lengths. Since the number of feasible cycle lengths
for sensors in odd-tier coronas and even-tier coronas
may be different, we define uðLmaxÞ ¼ minfjLoddj;
jLevenjg. To maximize the value of uðLmaxÞ, we develop a
simple and systematic method shown below to yield the
feasible solutions of Lodd and Leven with the property
jLoddj 	 jLevenj.
S1. Let P ¼ fp j p is a prime and G � p � Lmaxg. Let

the truncated prime coset Mp be fp� i j 1 �
i � G and p� i � Lmaxg. Let U ¼ S

p2PMp.

S2. Evenly partition U into two disjoint setsQ1 andQ2.
Note that all members in Mp must be either in Q1

or Q2.
S3. Lodd ¼ fGg [Q1 and Leven ¼ fGg [Q2.
For example, let Lmax ¼ 36 and G ¼ 2. Table 1 shows

one possible solution of Lodd and Leven, where Lodd ¼
f2g [M2 [M5 [M7 [M19 [M23 [M29 and Leven ¼ f2g [
M3 [M11 [M13 [M17 [M31.

To calculate the value of uðLmaxÞ, we first need to
derive the cardinality of U. Let pðxÞ denote the number
of primes not exceeding x. According to the prime num-
ber theorem [16], the value of pðxÞ is at least x ln 2=
ð2 lnxÞ for all real number x � 2, and equals to 0
otherwise. On the other hand, given 1 � k < G and
G � p � Lmax, by S1, we have

jMpj ¼ k; if Lmax=ðkþ 1Þ < p � Lmax=k;
G; if G� 1 < p � Lmax=G:

�
(2)

Let numðMp2P ; kÞ be the number of different truncated
prime cosets Mp, where p 2 P, whose cardinalities are all
equal to k. Then we have

jUj ¼
XG
k¼1

k� numðMp2P ; kÞ

¼
XG�1

k¼1

k p
Lmax

k

� �
� p

Lmax

kþ 1

� �� 	
þG



p Lmax=Gð Þ � p G� 1ð Þ�

¼
XG
k¼1

p Lmax=kð Þ �Gp G� 1ð Þ

� ln 2

2

XG
k¼1

ðLmax=kÞ
lnðLmax=kÞ �Gp G� 1ð Þ

� ln 2

2

Lmax

lnLmax

XG
k¼1

1

k
�Gp G� 1ð Þ

� ln 2

2

Lmax

lnLmax
lnðGþ 1Þ �Gp G� 1ð Þ (3)

¼ VðLmax=lnLmaxÞ: (4)

Note that inequality (3) follows by
PG

k¼1ð1=kÞ �
RGþ1
1

ð1=xÞdx ¼ lnðGþ 1Þ and equality (4) follows from the
fact that both lnðGþ 1Þ and GpðG� 1Þ are constants
since G is a constant. Finally, by S2 and S3, we have
uðLmaxÞ ¼ minfjLoddj; jLevenjg � minfjQ1j; jQ2jg ¼ VðjUj=
2Þ ¼ VðLmax=lnLmaxÞ. tu

Theorem 4. The Green-MAC protocol is optimal and maximized
configurable.

Proof. It is a consequence of Theorems 2 and 3. tu
Fig. 9 shows the theoretical performance comparisons

among Q-MAC, Queen-MAC, and Green-MAC. We can
find that Green-MAC outperforms Q-MAC and Queen-
MAC in terms of both the ATF-ratio and configurability.
To the best of our knowledge, Green-MAC is currently

Fig. 9. Comparisons among Q-MAC, Queen-MAC, and Green-MAC.
Here we set G ¼ 2 and Lmax ¼ 49. (a) The cycle length versus the ATF-
ratio. (b) The cycle length versus the number of configurable ATF-ratios.
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the only known power saving protocol for a WSN where
the ATF-ratio of every sensor with a cycle length L can
be only Oð1=LÞ, which breaks the traditional quorum

bound Oð1= ffiffiffiffi
L

p Þ.

4 PARAMETERS CONFIGURATION AND

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

Fig. 9 demonstrates that one of the advantages of Green-
MAC over Q-MAC and Queen-MAC is that it provides
larger number of different feasible cycle lengths such that
we can more finely and precisely configure the ATF-ratio of
each sensor to achieve better performance. To illuminate
this advantage, in this section, we show how to determine
the proper cycle length of each sensor such that the average
power consumption of a WSN is minimized while the worst
event-to-sink delay constraint can be satisfied with high
probability. To achieve this goal, we first need to derive the
next-hop group size.

4.1 Next-Hop Group Size

Referring to Fig. 10, assume that there exists a sensor s in
corona Ch, where b1=ac þ 1 � h � Hmax. Let IbðCh�1; ChÞ be
the area of the overlap between Ch�1 and the transmission
coverage of sensor s when the distance from s to the inner
edge of corona Ch is b. Recall that the width of each corona is
ar. This implies that IbðCh�1; ChÞ ¼ 0when a � 1 and b ¼ ar.
Accordingly, we require a to be less than unity to ensure that
every sensor has a chance to transfer data to its neighbors
located in the adjacent inner corona. To calculate the value of
IbðCh�1; ChÞ, let us consider the following two cases.

Case 1. bþ ar � r, as shown in Fig. 10a. In this case, the
transmission coverage of sensor s intersects with only Ch�1.
Referring to Fig. 10a, let Rh�1 ¼ ðh� 1Þar be the distance
from the sink to the outer edge of corona Ch�1; in addition, let
Rh�1;b ¼ Rh�1 þ b, ffAOs ¼ u1, and ffAsO ¼ u2. Thenwe have

IbðCh�1; ChÞ ¼ area of lensðABÞ
¼ area of circular sectorðOABÞ
þ area of circular sectorðsABÞ
� area of kiteðsAOBÞ

¼ pR2
h�1

2u1
2p

þ pr2
2u2
2p

�Rh�1 sin u1 �Rh�1;b:

(5)

Note that by the cosine rule for triangle 4AOs, we

have u1 ¼ cos �1
�ðR2

h�1 þR2
h�1;b � r2Þ=2Rh�1Rh�1;b


and

u2 ¼ cos �1
�ðr2 þR2

h�1;b �R2
h�1Þ=2rRh�1;b


.

Case 2. bþ ar < r, as shown in Fig. 10b. In this case, the
transmission coverage of s intersects with both Ch�1 and
Ch�2. Similar to the derivation of equation (5), we have

IbðCh�1; ChÞ
¼ area of lensðWXÞ � area of lensðYZÞ

¼ R2
h�1 cos

�1
R2

h�1 þR2
h�1;b � r2

2Rh�1Rh�1;b

 !

þ r2 cos �1
r2 þR2

h�1;b �R2
h�1

2rRh�1;b

 !

� Rh�1Rh�1;b sin cos �1
R2

h�1 þR2
h�1;b � r2

2Rh�1Rh�1;b

 ! !

� R2
h�2 cos

�1
R2

h�2 þR2
h�1;b � r2

2Rh�2Rh�1;b

 !

þ Rh�2Rh�1;b sin cos �1
R2

h�2 þR2
h�1;b � r2

2Rh�2Rh�1;b

 ! !

� r2 cos �1
r2 þR2

h�1;b �R2
h�2

2rRh�1;b

 !
:

(6)

Assume that the sensor density is �. The next-hop group
size of sensor s is thus equal to �IbðCh�1; ChÞ. Now, we want
to derive the minimum next-hop group area Imin ðCh�1; ChÞ,
which will be used in deriving the proper cycle length for
sensors in each corona. (See Section 4.2.) Clearly, the value
of IbðCh�1; ChÞ is minimal when sensor s is at the outer edge
of Ch (i.e. b ¼ ar). Let h0 ¼ b1=ac. The value of IarðCh�1; ChÞ
can be further minimized with respect to h when h is made
as small as possible, i.e., at h0 þ 1. This is because all sensors
in Ci, for all 1 � i � h0, are within a distance r from the sink,
and can thus transfer data directly to the sink. Let Kmin be
the minimum next-hop group size for any sensor in a WSN.
Then we have IminðCh�1; ChÞ ¼ IarðCh0 ; Ch0þ1Þ and Kmin ¼
�IminðCh�1; ChÞ. Note that if we want a WSN to work well,
we had better tune the values of a, r, and � such that
Kmin � 1. In Section 5.2, we will show how to determine the
optimal value of awhen the values of r and � are given.

Next, we derive the average next-hop group area
IavgðCh�1; ChÞ, which will be used in evaluating the average
power consumption of a WSN. (See Section 4.3.) The value
of IavgðCh�1; ChÞ can be obtained by integrating the value of
IbðCh�1; ChÞ and then dividing by the range of b. Let us con-
sider the following two cases.

Case 1. 0 < a < 0:5, as illustrated in Fig. 10b. In this case,
bþ ar � arþ ar < r, which implies that the coverage of
sensor s overlaps with more than one inner coronas.
According to [21], (5) can be approximated by prðRh�1 þ
r�Rh�1;bÞ=2. According to (6), we have

IbðCh�1; ChÞ 	 prðRh�1 þ r�Rh�1;bÞ
2

� prðRh�2 þ r�Rh�1; bÞ
2

¼ prðRh�1 �Rh�2Þ
2

¼ pr2a

2
;

(7)

Fig. 10. The area of the shaded region (in each part) is denoted by
IbðCh�1; ChÞ. In part (a), the coverage of sensor s intersects with only
Ch�1. In part (b), the coverage of sensor s intersects with both Ch�1 and
Ch�2.

LIN ET AL.: OPTIMAL AND MAXIMIZED CONFIGURABLE POWER SAVING PROTOCOLS FOR CORONA-BASED WIRELESS SENSOR... 7
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which is independent of b. Therefore, we have Iavg
ðCh;Ch�1Þ 	 pr2a=2.

Case 2. 0:5 � a < 1. In this case, the coverage of sensor s
may overlap with one or more inner coronas. For
0 < b < ð1� aÞr, the coverage of s overlaps with more than
one inner coronas since bþ ar < ð1� aÞrþ ar ¼ r. For
ð1� aÞr � b � ar, the coverage of s overlaps with only Ch�1

since bþ ar � ð1� aÞrþ ar ¼ r. Thus we have

IavgðCh;Ch�1Þ ¼ 1

ar

Z ar

0

IbðCh;Ch�1Þdb

	 1

ar

Z ð1�aÞr

0

pr2a

2
db

 

þ
Z ar

ð1�aÞr

prðRh�1 þ r�Rh�1;bÞ
2

db

!

¼ pr2 4a� 2a2 � 1ð Þ
4a

:

(8)

Combining the results of the above two cases, the
expected next-hop group size Kavg of a sensor in corona Ch

can be expressed by (9) shown below

Kavg 	
�pr2a

2 if 0 < a < 0:5;
�pr2 4a�2a2�1ð Þ

4a if 0:5 � a < 1:

(
(9)

It is worth noting that the approximate value of Kavg is
dependent on a but independent of h, which implies that
sensors located in different coronas have the same expected
next-hop group size.

4.2 Configuration of Cycle Lengths

The configuration of cycle lengths essentially depends on
the requirements of WSN applications. Recall that in this
paper, we focus on the WSN application of event detection
and reporting, in which the sensed event data has to be
relayed to the sink in time. Thus we configure the cycle
length of each sensor according to the following guidelines.

G1. We think that all sensors in the same corona, say Ci,
should have same cycle length since they equally
share the responsibility of relaying event data from
Ciþ1 to Ci�1.

G2. We hope that sensors in different coronas have about
the same lifetime since if all sensors in corona Ci die
much earlier than those in other coronas, the event
packets thereafter generated in Cj, for all j > i, will
be unable to be relayed to the sink. Since we assume
that events rarely occur, the ATF-ratio predomi-
nantly determines the lifetime of a sensor. Hence we
require that LCi

	 LCj
for all 1 � i 6¼ j � Hmax.

G3. The value of LCi
cannot be too large so as to ensure

that the worst event-to-sink delay can be no more than
Tdelay (in units of time frame) with high probability
1�F, where 0 � F < 1 is a pre-specified real number.

G4. Under the constraint of Tdelay, the value of LCi
should

be as large as possible in order to minimize the
power consumption of a WSN.

Let di denote the number of time frames required for a
sensor in Ci to send a data packet to any one of its neighbors
in Ci�1. According to G3, we need to configure the parame-
ter LCi

, for all 1 � i � Hmax, such that the following inequal-

ity can be satisfied

Pr 1þ
XHmax

i¼1

di � Tdelay

 !
� 1�F: (10)

Note that the “1” in the left hand side of (10) reflects the fact
that the source sensor begins to perform anycast after the
time frame during which it detects an event. On the other
hand, recall that every sensor in Ci, for all 1 � i � h0, can
send a data packet directly to the sink within one time frame.
Hence (10) is equivalent to (11) shown below

Pr 2þ
XHmax

i¼h0þ1

di � Tdelay

 !
� 1�F: (11)

Intuitively, the value of di increases as the next-hop
group size of a backlogged sensor decreases. From
Section 4.1, we know that the next-hop group size of any
sensor is at least Kmin ¼ �IarðCh0 ; Ch0þ1Þ. Let DKmin

ðLÞ
denote the anycast delay encountered by the sensor whose
next-hop group size is Kmin and the cycle lengths of whose
next-hop group members are all equal to L. According to
G1 and G2, we hope that all sensors have about the same
cycle length. If LCi

¼ L� for all 1 � i � Hmax, we can con-

clude that if (12) can be satisfied, so does (11)

Pr 2þ
XHmax

i¼h0þ1

DKmin
ðL�Þ � Tdelay

 !

¼ Pr DKmin
ðL�Þ � Tdelay � 2

Hmax � h0

� �� �
� 1�F:

(12)

In what follows, we show the derivation of PrðDKmin

ðLÞ � dÞ for given value of L and any positive integer d.
We first assume that a sensor s has only one member si
in its next-hop group whose cycle length is L. (Evidently,
PrðDKmin

ðLÞ � dÞ ¼ 0 if Kmin ¼ 0. On the other hand, the

next-hop group size of s may be larger than one; we will
repair the current assumption in the next paragraph.)
Recall that we can adopt the aggressive anycast scheme
(stated in Section 2.4) to reduce the anycast delay. Let Wi

be the random variable that represents the number of
time frames from the reference time frame when s begins
to anycast event data to si to the reference time frame
when si wakes up. Since the schedule offset Dðs; siÞ
between s and si can be any integer between 0 and a
sufficiently large number, according to cycle pattern rule,
the probability mass function fWi

ðdÞ and the cumulative

distribution function FWi
ðdÞ of Wi are respectively as

follows:

fWi
ðdÞ ¼ Pr Wi ¼ dð Þ ¼

G=L if d ¼ 1;
1=L if 2 � d � L�Gþ 1;
0 otherwise:

8<
: (13)
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FWi
ðdÞ ¼ Pr Wi � dð Þ

¼ ðGþ d� 1Þ=L if 1 � d � L�Gþ 1;

1 if d > L�Gþ 1:

�
(14)

Now, let us consider the case where the next-hop group
size of sensor s is Kmin and Kmin � 1. Let si be the ith mem-
ber in the next-hop group of s. According to the aggressive
anycast scheme, when s has data for the sink, the sensor2

who wakes up first in the next-hop group of s will serve as
the relaying sensor. Let DKmin

ðLÞ ¼ min1�i�Kmin
fWig.

Clearly, DKmin
ðLÞ is the random variable that represents the

anycast delay encountered by s. Since W1; . . . ;WKmin
are

independent and identical, we have FWi
ðdÞ ¼ FWj

ðdÞ ¼
F ðdÞ, for all 1 � i; j � Kmin, and

Pr DKmin
ðLÞ � d

� 
¼ Pr at least one of Wi is no more than dð Þ

¼
XKmin

i¼1

Kmin

i

� �
F ðdÞð Þi 1� F ðdÞð ÞKmin�i:

(15)

To meetG4 and satisfy inequality (12), we can let

L� ¼ max

�
L Pr DKmin

ðLÞ � Tdelay � 2

Hmax � h0

� �� �
� 1�F

����
and G � L � Lmax

�
:

(16)

However, L� may not be the feasible cycle length for every
sensor in a WSN. Let Lodd and Leven be the cycle lengths
for the sensors in odd-tier coronas and even-tier coronas,
respectively. To meet G1, G2, G3, and G4, we set
Lodd ¼ maxfL j L � L� and L 2 Loddg and Leven ¼ maxfL j
L � L� and L 2 Leveng.

4.3 Average Power Consumption of a WSN

The power consumption PWSN of a WSN running Green-
MAC consists of two components. First, even though there
is no traffic, all sensors still need to consume power PPS to
run the power-saving mode whereby each sensor sleeps,
wakes up, remains awake for a certain time Tlisten, then
sleeps again, and so forth according to the cycle pattern
rule. Second, once an event of interest is detected, the sen-
sors along the path from source to the sink together con-
sume power Preport to relay the data of event report. Thus
we have E½PWSN� ¼ E½PPS� þ E½Preport�, where E½� denotes
the expectation value.

We first show the derivation of E½PPS�. Let F denote the
length of a time frame. Let Nodd and Neven denote the total
number of sensors in odd-tier coronas and even-tier coro-
nas, respectively. Since there are G ATFs in a cycle, and
each sensor goes to sleep in an ATF when the channel is
sensed idle for Tlisten, we have

E½PPS�

¼ Nodd

G
�
Eswitch þ PonTlisten þ Poff F � Tlistenð Þþ PoffðLodd �GÞF

LoddF

� 	

þ Neven

G
�
Eswitch þ PonTlisten þ Poff F � Tlistenð Þþ PoffðLeven �GÞF

LevenF

� 	
;

where Eswitch is the energy consumption on the transition
between sleep state and awake state, Pon and Poff are the
power consumptions when the radio module is on and off,

respectively. Since the area of the corona Ci is ð2i� 1ÞpðarÞ2
for all 1 � i � Hmax � 1, we have

Nodd ¼
Hmax
2 Hmax � 1ð Þ�pðarÞ2

ifHmax is even;
�pR2 � Hmax

2

� �
2 Hmax

2

� �þ 1
� 

�pðarÞ2
ifHmax is odd

8>><
>>: (17)

andNeven ¼ �pR2 �Nodd.
Next, we show the derivation of E½Preport�. Assume that in

a WSN, the average inter-event time is TWSN
event . LetHavg be the

expected tier number of the corona where an event occurs.
Let EreportðChÞ denote the average total energy required to
send the report of an event from a sensor in Ch to the sink.

Then we have E½Preport� ¼ EreportðCdHavgeÞ=TWSN
event . Note that

since an event is equally likely to occur at any sensor in the
region, the probability of an event occurring in Ci is

ð2i� 1Þðar=RÞ2, and we have

Havg ¼
XHmax�1

i¼1

i 2i� 1ð Þ ar

R

� �2
þ Hmax 1� Hmax � 1ð Þ2 ar

R

� �2� 	
:

(18)

In what follows, we show the derivation of EreportðChÞ.
Assume that an event V is detected by a sensor sh, and
relayed by sensors sh�1; sh�2; . . . ; sh0 to the sink, where

si 2 Ci and h0 � i � h. For the convenience of notation, we
denote by sh0�1 the sink, and assume that the cycle length of

the sink, denoted by LCh0�1
, is G to reflect the fact that the

sink is always awake. The value of EreportðChÞ can be broken
up into the following four components.

Component 1. The energy consumed by the sensors on the
path shˆ sh0 to wake up in their STFs. Let SpathðChÞ denote
the average total number of awake-STFs of the sensors on
the path shˆ sh0 . Then we have

Ecomponent1 ¼


Pon � Poffð ÞTlisten þ Eswitch

�SpathðChÞ: (19)

Further, the value of SpathðChÞ can be broken up into the fol-
lowing two parts.

Part 1. The average number of awake-STFs of sh, SsourceðChÞ.
Let Aðf; dÞ be the number of ATFs after the time frame f in
which sh detects V to the time frame in which sh success-
fully sends that event data to sh�1, under the condition that
the anycast delay from sh to sh�1 is d. Take Fig. 11a for
example. Assume that sh detects event V in the sixth time
frame, and then keeps trying to anycast that event data to
sh�1 from the seventh time frame. In such an example, the
anycast delay d is 5, Að6; 5Þ ¼ 3, and the number of STFs

2. If multiple next-hop neighbors of s wake up in the same time
frame, the sensor who replies CTS first will serve as the relaying sensor.
To simplify the analysis, we assume that no collisions occur during the
RTS/CTS handshakes. Definitely, we will remove this assumption in
simulations. See Sections 5.2 and 5.4.

LIN ET AL.: OPTIMAL AND MAXIMIZED CONFIGURABLE POWER SAVING PROTOCOLS FOR CORONA-BASED WIRELESS SENSOR... 9
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during which sh needs to wake up is d�Aðf; dÞ ¼ 5� 3 ¼ 2.
Recall that according to (13), the value of d is no more than
LCh�1

�Gþ 1. Since event V may occur in any time frame in

a cycle, we have

SsourceðChÞ ¼
XLCh

�1

f¼0

(
1

LCh

XLCh�1
�Gþ1

d¼1

Pr DKavgðLCh�1
Þ ¼ d

� � 
d�Aðf; dÞ�
)

¼
XLCh�1

�Gþ1

d¼1

Pr DKavgðLCh�1
Þ ¼ d

� � d

� 1

LCh

XLCh
�1

f¼0

XLCh�1
�Gþ1

d¼1

Pr DKavgðLCh�1
Þ ¼ d

� �Aðf; dÞ:

(20)

Note that according to (9), sensors located in any coronas
have the same expected next-hop group sizeKavg; according

to (15), we have Pr DKavgðLÞ ¼ d
�  ¼ Pr DKavgðLÞ

� � dÞ � Pr

DKavgðLÞ � d� 1
� 

.

To derive the second term in the right hand side of (20),
we first swap the indices f and d in the double summation.
In other words, we have

XLCh
�1

f¼0

XLCh�1
�Gþ1

d¼1

Pr DKavgðLCh�1
Þ ¼ d

� �Aðf; dÞ

¼
XLCh�1

�Gþ1

d¼1

XLCh
�1

f¼0

Pr DKavgðLCh�1
Þ ¼ d

� �Aðf; dÞ:
(21)

To derive the approximate value of the right hand side
of (21), we ignore the cases where d > LCh

�Gþ 1 if
LCh�1

> LCh
. Such a simplification is justifiable since we

demand LCh
	 LCh�1

; under such circumstances, the value

of PrðDKavgðLCh�1
Þ > LCh

�Gþ 1 jLCh�1
0LCh

Þ is neglect-

able. For example, if LCh�1
¼ 31, LCh

¼ 29, G ¼ 2, and

Kavg ¼ 7, then PrðD7ð31Þ > 28Þ ¼ 4:65� 10�9. Importantly,
we make the following observations: Given that 1 � d � G,
if we fix the value of d and then increase the value of f one
by one from 0 to LCh

� 1, the value of Aðf; dÞ will sequen-

tially become

d; d; . . . ; d|fflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflffl}
ðG�dþ1Þtimes

; d� 1; d� 2; . . . ; 2; 1;

0; 0; . . . ; 0;|fflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
ðLCh

�G�dþ1Þtimes

1; 2; . . . ; d� 2; d� 1:
(22)

On the other hand, given that G < d � LCh�1
�Gþ 1, if we

fix the value of d and then increase the value of f one by one
from 0 to LCh

� 1, the value of Aðf; dÞ will sequentially

become

G;G� 1; . . . ; 2; 1; 0; 0; . . . ; 0;|fflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
ðLCh

�G�dþ1Þtimes

1; 2; . . . ; G� 1; G;G;G; . . . ; G|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
ðd�G�1Þtimes

:
(23)

Accordingly, we have

XLCh�1
�Gþ1

d¼1

XLCh
�1

f¼0

Pr DKavgðLCh�1
Þ ¼ d

� 

� Aðf; dÞ 	
XG
d¼1

(
Pr DKavgðLCh�1

Þ ¼ d
� 

� dðG� dþ 1Þ þ 2
Xd�1

i¼1

i

" #)

þ
XLCh�1

�Gþ1

d¼Gþ1

(
Pr DKavgðLCh�1

Þ ¼ d
� 

� Gðd�G� 1Þ þ 2
XG
i¼1

i

" #)

¼
XG
d¼1

Pr DKavgðLCh�1
Þ ¼ d

� � dG

þ
XLCh�1

�Gþ1

d¼Gþ1

Pr DKavgðLCh�1
Þ ¼ d

� �Gd

¼ G
XLCh�1

�Gþ1

d¼1

Pr DKavgðLCh�1
Þ ¼ d

� � d:

(24)

Part 2. The average number of awake-STFs of si, SrelayðCiÞ, for
all h0 � i � h� 1. Since si takes responsibility for relaying
the event data from siþ1 to si�1, let us consider the following
two conditions.

Condition 1. The number of time frames required by siþ1 to
send the event data to si is exactly 1, which implies that si is
currently in an ATF when siþ1 tries to relay the event data

to si. Let, under Condition 1, Scond 1
relay ðCiÞ denote the random

variable that represents the number of awake-STFs of si
when si tries to send that event data to si�1. Assume that si

Fig. 11. The relationship between anycast delay and the number of
awake-STFs. In part (a), we assume thatG ¼ 3, LCh

¼ 8, and LCh�1
¼ 7.

In parts (b) and (c), we assume thatG ¼ 3, LCi
¼ 8, and LCi�1

¼ 7.
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receives the event data from siþ1 in its fth time frame. As

illustrated in Fig. 11b, Scond 1
relay ðCiÞ will be 0 if the number of

time frames d required by si to send that event data to si�1

is no more than G� f � 1; otherwise, Scond 1
relay ðCiÞ will be

d�Gþ f þ 1. Since under Condition 1, si can be currently
in arbitrary one of its ATFs, we have

E


Scond 1
relay ðCiÞ

�
¼
XG�1

f¼0

"
1

G

XLCi�1
�Gþ1

d¼1

Pr DKavgðLCi�1
Þ ¼ d

� � Scond 1
relay ðCiÞ

#

¼ 1

G

XG�1

f¼0

XLCi�1
�Gþ1

d¼G�f

Pr DKavgðLCi�1
Þ ¼ d

� � ðd�Gþ f þ 1Þ:

(25)

Condition 2: The number of time frames d0 required by siþ1 to
send the event data to si is larger than 1, as shown in Fig. 11c
where d0 ¼ 2, which implies that si is currently in an STF
when siþ1 tries to relay the event data to si. Under such cir-
cumstances, si�1 will receive that even data in its zeroth time

frame (which is also an ATF). Let Scond 2
relay ðCiÞ denote the ran-

dom variable that represents the number of awake-STFs
of si when si tries to send that event data to si�1. Assume
that si receives the event data from siþ1 in its fth time frame.

As illustrated in Fig. 11c, Scond 2
relay ðCiÞ will be 0 if the number

of time frames d required by si to send that event data

to si�1 is no more than G� 1; otherwise, Scond 2
relay ðCiÞ will be

d�Gþ 1. Thus we have

E


Scond 2
relay ðCiÞ

�
¼

XLCi�1
�Gþ1

d¼1

Pr DKavgðLCi�1
Þ ¼ d

� � Scond 2
relay ðCiÞ

¼
XLCi�1
�Gþ1

d¼G

Pr DKavgðLCi�1
Þ ¼ d

� � ðd�Gþ 1Þ:

(26)

Let SrelayðCiÞ be the average number of awake-STFs of si
for all h0 � i � h� 1. By jointly considering Condition 1
and Condition 2, we have

SrelayðCiÞ ¼ Pr DKavgðLiÞ ¼ 1
� � E



Scond 1
relay ðCiÞ

�
þ 1� Pr DKavgðLiÞ ¼ 1

� 
 �� E


Scond 2
relay ðCiÞ

�
:

(27)

Then combining the derivations of Part 1 and Part 2 leads
to the following result:

SpathðChÞ ¼
SsourceðChÞ if h � h0;

SsourceðChÞ þ
Ph�1

i¼h0
SrelayðCiÞ if h > h0:

�
(28)

Component 2. The energy consumed by sensor si to send
futile RTSs to si�1 for all h0 þ 1 � i � h. Clearly, if the anycast
delay from si to si�1 is DðLCi�1

Þ, there will be DðLCi�1
Þ � 1

futile RTSs. Let Ptx denote the power consumed by the wire-
less network interface in transmitting state. We have

Ecomponent2 ¼
Xh

i¼h0þ1

Ptx � Ponð Þ

�
XLCi�1
�Gþ1

d¼1

Pr DKavgðLCi�1
Þ ¼ d

� � ðd� 1ÞTRTS:

(29)

Component 3. The energy consumed by the sensors on the
path shˆ sh0 to stay awake for executing the task of relaying the
event data. Note that the total number of time frames
required by sh to execute the task is one since it needs only
to forward the data to sh�1, while the total number of time
frames required by si, for all h0 � i � h� 1, to execute the
task is two: one for receiving the data from siþ1 and one for
forwarding the data to si�1, where we assume that sh0�1 is

the sink. Hence we have

Ecomponent3 ¼ Pon � Poffð Þ F � Tlistenð Þ

þ
Xh�1

i¼h0

2 Pon � Poffð Þ F � Tlistenð Þ: (30)

Component 4. The energy consumed by the sensors on the
path shˆ sh0 to perform the four-way handshakes, i.e. RTS/CTS/
DATA/ACK. Specifically, sensor si, for all h0 � i � h, needs
to transmit an RTS and a DATA to si�1 as well as to receive
a CTS and an ACK from si�1, where we assume that sh0�1 is

the sink. On the other hand, sensor si, for all h0 � i � h� 1,
needs to transmit a CTS and an ACK to siþ1 as well as to
receive an RTS and a DATA from siþ1. Note that we do not
count the energy consumption of the sink, which is often
considered to have unlimited power supply. Let Prx denote
the power consumed by the wireless network interface in
receiving state. Then we have

Ecomponent4 ¼
Xh
i¼h0



Ptx � Ponð Þ TRTS þ TDATAð Þ

þ Prx � Ponð Þ TCTS þ TACKð Þ�
þ
Xh�1

i¼h0



Ptx � Ponð Þ TCTS þ TACKð Þ

þ Prx � Ponð Þ TRTS þ TDATAð Þ�:

(31)

Finally, by combining the results of (19), (29), (30), and
(31), we have

EreportðChÞ ¼ Ecomponent1 þ Ecomponent2

þ Ecomponent3 þ Ecomponent4:
(32)

5 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

5.1 Simulation Model

We follow the event-driven approach [22] (which has been
adopted and validated in our previous studies [8, page. 4])
to build the simulators to compare the performances of
Green-MAC to those of Q-MAC [6] and Queen-MAC [12]. In
our simulations, sensors are initially randomly and uni-
formly placed in a circular region of radius 250 m, centered
at the sink. After the initial configuration phase, the trans-
mission range r of each sensor is fixed at 75 m. Besides, we
assume that each sensor generates an event packet with 128
bytes every T sensor

event seconds, where T sensor
event � F . Note that

when there are N sensors in a WSN, we have TWSN
event ¼

T sensor
event =N . In Green-MAC, we setG ¼ 2 and demand that the

worst event-to-sink delay requirement must be fulfilled with
probability at least 90 percent, i.e. F ¼ 0:1. Table 2 summa-
rizes the system parameter values, which mainly follow the

LIN ET AL.: OPTIMAL AND MAXIMIZED CONFIGURABLE POWER SAVING PROTOCOLS FOR CORONA-BASED WIRELESS SENSOR... 11
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specifications adopted in [17] and the datasheet of CC2420
[26] by Texas Instruments. Note that since we assume that
sensors are static, the channel quality is relatively stable [19],
the throughput loss due to link errors is only about 1 percent
[26], [29] and can be thus negligible.

Now, we briefly describe how sensors in Q-MAC and
Queen-MAC configure their respective ATF-ratios accord-
ing to the traffic load [6], [12]. In Q-MAC and Queen-MAC,

a ¼ 1. Let HQ
max ¼ dR=re and areaQðCiÞ denote the area

of the corona Ci in Q-MAC and Queen-MAC. Then

areaQðCiÞ equals to ð2i� 1Þpr2 for 1 � i � HQ
max � 1, and

p R2�½ ðHQ
max � 1Þ2r2� if i ¼ HQ

max. Let trafficðCiÞ denote the
traffic load (i.e. the average number of event packets that
must be handled per second) of each sensor in corona Ci.
According to [6], the sensors in Ci need to help the sensors
in Ciþ1 to relay event packets to the sink. Therefore,

trafficðCiÞ ¼
T sensor
event if i ¼ HQ

max;
1

T sensor
event

þ areaQðCiþ1Þ
areaQðCiÞ � trafficðCiþ1Þ

if 1 � i � HQ
max � 1:

8><
>: (33)

From Section 1.1, we know that if the cycle length of a
sensor in Q-MAC is L, then for that sensor, the average

number of ATFs per second is ð2 ffiffiffiffi
L

p � 1Þ=ðL� F Þ. Thus in

Q-MAC, the cycle length LQ
Ci

of a sensor in Ci is configured

by (34)

LQ
Ci

¼ max
�
L j

ffiffiffiffi
L

p
� 1 is an integer

and ð2
ffiffiffiffi
L

p
� 1Þ=ðL� F Þ � trafficðCiÞ

�
:

(34)

In Queen-MAC, all sensors have the same cycle length

LQueen, and the consecutiveLQueen time frames are arranged as

a
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
LQueen

p
�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
LQueen

p
grid in a row-major fashion; moreover,

a sensor in the outermost corona can select only one row (or
column) from the grid as its ATFs. ThusQueen-MAC requires

that trafficðC
H

Q
max

Þ ¼ 1=T sensor
event �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
LQueen

p
=ðLQueen � F Þ. This

implies that the cycle length LQueen of every sensor in Queen-
MAC can be configured as (35)

LQueen ¼ maxfL j
ffiffiffiffi
L

p
� 1 is an integer

andL � ðT sensor
event =FÞ2g:

(35)

Assume that in Queen-MAC, a sensor in Ci selects ki

rows (or columns) from the
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
LQueen

p
�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
LQueen

p
grid as its

ATFs. This implies that for a sensor in Ci, the average num-

ber of ATFs per second is ðki �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
LQueen

p
Þ= ðLQueen � F Þ. On

the other hand, a sensor can either transmit or receive only
one data packet in a time frame. This implies that a sensor
requires two time frames to relay one event packet. Accord-
ingly, Queen-MAC demands that

ki ¼ min

(
k k 2 Zþand

k�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
LQueen

p

LQueen � F

�����
� 2� trafficðCiÞ � ð1=T sensor

event Þ
)
:

(36)

Four major metrics are used in our performance evalua-
tion: delay violation ratio, event-to-sink throughput, net-
work lifetime, and survival ratio. The delay violation ratio is
defined as the fraction of event packets that did not reach
the sink within the delay requirement Tdelay. The event-to-
sink throughput is defined by dividing the amount of event
data traveling from sources to the sink within the delay
constraint by the entire simulation time. The network lifetime
is defined as the time until all observed sensors are dead
due to energy exhaustion. The survival ratio is defined as
the number of surviving observed sensors (with nonzero
energy) over the total number of observed sensors. Note
that when measuring the network lifetime and survival
ratio, we assume that the initial energy of each sensor is 5 J
and observe merely the sensors whose distances to the sink
are no more than r. Such an experimental arrangement is
justifiable since if all observed sensors are dead, other alive
sensors are unable to forward event data to the sink. Note
that in the following graphs, the values of Kmin (i.e. mini-
mum next-hop group size) are all from simulation results
(i.e. the nearest integer of the average minimum next-hop
group size); besides, the ideal cycle length (L�) of each sen-
sor is derived by equations (15) and (16), where the value of
Kmin is adopted from simulation results to faithfully reflect
the simulated environments.

5.2 Effect of a

The purpose of this section is to verify our theoretical analy-
sis (presented in Section 4). From Sections 2.1 and 4.1, we
know that in Green-MAC, 0 < a < 1. Thus in the experi-
ments of Fig. 12, we vary the value of a from 0:15 to 0:85.
Besides, we assume that (i) T sensor

event ¼ 20, (ii) the total number
of sensors is 500, and (iii) the event-to-sink delay require-
ment is 2 s. From Fig. 12a, we can see that for each a, the dif-
ference between the value of Kmin derived from analysis
results and that obtained from simulation results is small.
Above all, Fig. 12a shows that as the value of a increases,
the value of Hmax (i.e. maximum hops from source to sink)
decreases, while the value of Kmin initially increases and
then begins to drop when a � 0:5. The reasons are as fol-
lows. In Green-MAC, the transmission range of a sensor is
fixed at r after the initial configuration phase. Therefore, as
the value of a increases, the corona width (ar) becomes
wider, and the total number of coronas decreases, causing
the value of Hmax to become smaller. On the other hand,
when the value of a begins to increase, the overlapping area

TABLE 2
System Parameters Used in Simulations

Parameter Value

Channel bit rate 250 Kbps
Time frame length 30ms
LIFS 640 ms
SIFS 192 ms
SlotTime 320 ms
Contention window 31 slots
Maximum idle sensing time (Tlisten) 11ms
Power consumption in TRANSMIT state 52:2mW
Power consumption in RECEIVE state 56:4mW
Power consumption in LISTEN state 56:4mW
Power consumption in SLEEP state 0:06 mW
Energy consumption of SLEEP/AWAKE transition 0:83 mJ
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of Ci�1 and the transmission coverage of a sensor in Ci

increases as well; however, when a � 0:5, this overlapping
area begins to shrink since the transmission range of a sen-
sor at the outer edge of Ci is now unable to reach the inner
edge of Ci�1.

Fig. 12b shows the ideal cycle length (L�) of each sensor.
We can find that as the value of a increases, the value of L�

initially increases and then begins to decrease with some
moderate oscillations when a > 0:5. From Sections 4.1 and
4.2, we can understand that the value of L� depends on
Hmax and Kmin, both of which further depend on a.
Although when the value of a rises from 0:5, the value of
Hmax declines, yet the value of Kmin declines as well.
Fig. 12b shows that the value of L� is maximized at a ¼ 0:5.

Clearly, the value of L� determines the values of Lodd and
Leven, both of which further determines the ATF-ratios of
sensors. Fig. 12c hence reflects that the average power con-
sumption of a WSN falls continuously from a ¼ 0:15 until
a ¼ 0:5, and then begins to increase with some oscillations.
Accordingly, we set a ¼ 0:5 henceforth. Importantly,
Fig. 12c shows that our analysis results are very close to
the simulation results, which indeed validate our analysis.
The reason why simulation results are slightly higher than
analytical results is that in our analysis, we do not count
the additional power consumption due to collisions and
retransmissions of RTS/CTS packets. Fortunately, thanks to
our scalable backoff scheme, such collisions rarely occur.

5.3 Survival Ratio

Weuse the survival ratio tomeasure the energy conservation
ability of a power saving protocol. In the experiments of
Fig. 13, we assume that (i) a ¼ 0:5, (ii) T sensor

event ¼ 7, (iii) the total
number of sensors is 500, and (iv) the event-to-sink delay
requirement is 2 s. From Fig. 9, we can see that under the
same cycle length, the ATF-ratio of Queen-MAC is smaller
than that of Q-MAC; however, Fig. 13 shows that the lifetime
of Queen-MAC is shorter than that of Q-MAC, which is

further shorter than that of Green-MAC. The reasons are as
follows. Let fXðCiÞ denote the ATF-ratio of each sensor in Ci

under the power saving protocol X . In Green-MAC, the
cycle lengths of sensors are configured according to the
event-to-sink delay requirement. In the experiment of

Fig. 13, LGreen
odd ¼ 37 and LGreen

even ¼ 38. Hence fGreenðC1Þ ¼ 0:054

and fGreenðC2Þ ¼ 0:0526. On the other hand, from equa-
tions (34), (35), and (36), we can derive that fQueenðCiÞ is

about two times of fQðCiÞ for all 1 � i � HQ
max � 1. Espe-

cially, in the experiments of Fig. 13, fQðC1Þ ¼ 0:07 and

fQueenðC1Þ ¼ 0:133. Thus Queen-MAC has the shortest

lifetime andGreen-MAChas the longest lifetime.

5.4 Effect of Event-to-Sink Delay Requirement

This section evaluates the performances of Q-MAC, Queen-
MAC, and Green-MAC under various event-to-sink delay
requirements. In the experiments of Fig. 14, we assume that
(i) a ¼ 0:5, (ii) T sensor

event ¼ 7, and (iii) the total number of sen-
sors is 500. From Fig. 14a, we see that as the delay require-
ment decreases, the delay violation ratio of Green-MAC
does not significantly change. This is because as shown in
Fig. 14b, the cycle lengths of sensors in Green-MAC are con-
figured according to delay requirements. More heart-
eningly, Fig. 14a depicts that when T sensor

event � 7, the delay
violation ratio of Green-MAC can be no more than 6:7 per-
cent, which is lower than our predefined objective (i.e.
F ¼ 10 percent). This is because the cycle lengths of sensors
in Green-MAC are configured to conquer the worst case sce-
narios (i.e. L� is derived according to Kmin and Hmax, not
according to Kavg and Havg), while our simulation results
display the performances of Green-MAC under the average
case scenarios. On the other hand, Fig. 14a shows that
the delay violation ratios of Q-MAC and Queen-MAC
increase as the delay requirement decreases. This is clearly
because the ATF-ratios of sensors in Q-MAC and Queen-
MAC are configured according to traffic load and hence
fixed. However, to our surprise, the delay violation ratio
of Queen-MAC is higher than that of Q-MAC even though
from Section 5.3, we know that fQueenðCiÞ is about two times

of fQðCiÞ for all 1 � i � HQ
max � 1. The reasons are as fol-

lows. From equations (34) and (35), it is easy to derive that

LQueen > LQ
Ci

for all 1 � i < HQ
max � 1. Now, consider the

case that in a corona Ci where i < HQ
max � 1, the sensors

in Q-MAC select one row and one column from affiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
LQ
Ci

q
�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
LQ
Ci

q
grid as its ATFs, while the sensors in Queen-

MAC select ki rows from a
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
LQueen

p
�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
LQueen

p
grid as its

ATFs, where ki <
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
LQueen

p
=2. In such circumstances, in

Fig. 12. (a) a versus “maximum hops from source to sink” and “minimum
next-hop group size.” (b) a versus cycle length (in units of time frames).
(c) a versus average power consumption of a WSN.

Fig. 13. Survival ratio.
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Q-MAC, the worst anycast delay (in units of time frame)

from Ciþ1 to Ci is about
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
LQ
Ci

q
; in contrast, in Queen-MAC,

the worst anycast delay (in units of time frame) from Ciþ1

to Ci can be as high as
�ð ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

LQueen
p

� kiÞ=ki
�� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

LQueen
p

>

LQueen=ð2kiÞ >
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
LQ
Ci

q
.

Fig. 14c shows that as the delay requirement increases,
the event-to-sink throughputs of Q-MAC and Queen-MAC
increase, while the event-to-sink throughput of Green-MAC
does not significantly change. This just reflects that under
the condition that the traffic load of a WSN is fixed, the
trends of the event-to-sink throughputs of all protocols are
roughly the reverse of the trends of the delay violation
ratios of all protocols.

From Fig. 14d, we can see that the lifetimes of Q-MAC
and Queen-MAC do not significantly change as the delay
requirement increases. This is because in the experiments of
Fig. 14, the traffic load of each sensor is fixed. In contrast,
the lifetime of Green-MAC grows as the delay requirement
increases. This just reflects that as depicted in Fig. 14b,
the cycle lengths of sensors in Green-MAC increase with the
increasing of delay requirement.

5.5 Effect of Inter-Event Time

This Section evaluates the performances of Q-MAC, Queen-
MAC, and Green-MAC under various inter-event time of
each sensor (i.e. T sensor

event ). In the experiments of Fig. 15, we
assume that (i) a ¼ 0:5, (ii) the total number of sensors is
500, and (iii) the event-to-sink delay requirement is 2 s.
From Fig. 15a, we can see that the delay violation ratios of
Q-MAC and Queen-MAC decrease as the value of T sensor

event

decreases. The main reason is that in Q-MAC and Queen-
MAC, the ATF ratios of sensors are configured according to
traffic load; especially, the heavier the traffic load, the
higher the ATF ratios of sensors. On the other hand, Fig. 15a
shows that the delay violation ratio of Green-MAC increases
as the value of T sensor

event decreases. This is because when the

value of T sensor
event becomes smaller, it may be more likely to

happen that event packets destined for the sink pass
through some sensors that have another event packets in
their queues. Fortunately, Fig. 15a shows that even when
T sensor
event ¼ 5:5 s, the delay violation ratio of Green-MAC is

lower than 8:5 percent, which is still lower than our prede-
fined objective (i.e. F ¼ 10 percent). This is because in
Green-MAC, a backlogged sensor can keep trying to anycast
data across multiple time frames (some of which may
be originally STFs) until its buffered data is empty. This
implies that even though sensors in Green-MAC cannot
adjust their cycle lengths, the heavier-loaded sensors can
temporarily and automatically increase their awake time to
quickly relieve the traffic congestion.

From Fig. 15b, we can find that the event-to-sink through-
puts of all protocols increase as the value of T sensor

event decreases.
This is because each sensor will generate more event packets
when the value of T sensor

event becomes smaller. Fig. 15b also shows
that Green-MAC has higher event-to-sink throughput than
the other two protocols, which just reflects that Green-MAC
has the lowest delay violation ratio.

Fig. 15c depicts that the lifetimes of all protocols decrease
as the value of T sensor

event decreases. This is because when the
value of T sensor

event becomes smaller, sensors will consume
more power to relay increased event packets. In addition,
we find that Green-MAC has the longest lifetime. This is
because Q-MAC and Queen-MAC configure the ATF-ratios
of sensors according to the traffic load, and we have
fQueenðC1Þ > fQðC1Þ > maxffGreenðC1Þ;fGreenðC2Þg in the

experiments of Fig. 15c.

5.6 Effect of Sensor Density

In the experiments of this section, we vary the total number
N of sensors from 400 to 600; besides, we assume that (i)
a ¼ 0:5, (ii) T sensor

event ¼ 7, and (iii) the event-to-sink delay
requirement is 2 s. Since the radius of the simulated WSN
region is fixed, this parameter (i.e. total number of sensors)
reflects the sensor density of a WSN. Further, since the value

Fig. 14. (a) Tdelay versus delay violation ratio. (b) Cycle lengths of sen-
sors in Green-MAC. (c) Tdelay versus event-to-sink throughput. (d) Tdelay

versus network lifetime.

Fig. 15. (a) T sensor
event versus delay violation ratio. (b) T sensor

event versus event-to-
sink throughput. (c) T sensor

event versus network lifetime.
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of T sensor

event is fixed and TWSN
event ¼ T sensor

event =N , the experiments of
Fig. 16 is equivalent to examine the effect of the traffic load
of a WSN. On the other hand, when the value of N is fixed,
varying the value of 1=T sensor

event is also equivalent to varying
the traffic load of a WSN. Thus compared with Figs. 15 and
16, we can see that with regard to the delay violation ratio
and event-to-sink throughput, the performance trends of
all protocols under various values of N are similar to the
reverse of the performance trends of all protocols under
various values of T sensor

event . The most interesting part of the
experiments in this section is Fig. 16c, which shows that as
the total number of sensors increases, the lifetimes of Q-
MAC and Queen-MAC decrease, while the lifetime of
Green-MAC can increase. The reasons are as follows. We
know that the ATF-ratios of sensors in Q-MAC and Queen-
MAC are configured according to the traffic load. Espe-
cially, in the experiments of Fig. 16, when the value of N
becomes larger, the traffic load of a WSN will become
heavier, which will lead to larger values of fQueenðC1Þ and
fQðC1Þ. Thus Q-MAC and Queen-MAC have shorter life-

times in a denser WSN. In contrast, the ATF-ratios of sen-
sors in Green-MAC are configured according to the delay
requirement. Especially, the ATF-ratio of a sensor also
depends on the minimum next-hop group size, which will
become larger when the sensor density increases. Thus
Green-MAC has a longer lifetime in a denser WSN. Note
that Fig. 16c shows that the lifetime of Green-MAC grows in
a ladder shape as the delay requirement increases. This is

because as depicted in Fig. 16d, the values of LGreen
odd and

LGreen
even remain unchanged when the total number of sensors

increases from 400 to 450 and from 500 to 550, respectively.

6 CONCLUSION

Since sensors are generally battery-powered, it is vital to
design a good power saving protocol to prolong the life-
time of a WSN. Especially, in a corona-based WSN, local
traffic is mainly anycast; thus the authors of [6] proposed

a beacon-free power saving protocol, called Q-MAC, in
which each sensor wakes up in the ATFs corresponding
to a pre-configured grid quorum. Further, based on the
principle that a WSN can work well even by only ensur-
ing the overlap of ATFs between sensors in neighboring
coronas, the authors of [12] designed the Queen-MAC,
which can achieve only half the ATF-ratio of Q-MAC
under the same cycle length condition.

However, in terms of ATF-ratio and configurability, the
performances of both Q-MAC and Queen-MAC are far
from optimal. This motivates us to design the Green-MAC
protocol, in which the feasible cycle patterns of a sensor are
constructed by using the generalized Chinese remainder
theorem. Importantly, Green-MAC achieves the minimum
ATF-ratio and maximized configurability for a corona-
based WSN. To the best of our knowledge, Green-MAC
is the first power saving protocol for WSNs where the ATF-
ratio of every sensor with a cycle length L can be only
Oð1=LÞ, which strikingly breaks the long-term quorum limit

Oð1= ffiffiffiffi
L

p Þ established in 2005 [15]. To illuminate the power
of configurability, we propose an ATF-ratio configuration
scheme to configure the cycle length for sensors in each
corona such that the event-to-sink delay requirement can be
satisfied with high probability while the power consump-
tion of a WSN can be minimized. Through extensive simula-
tions, we have not only validated our theoretical analysis
but also shown that Green-MAC significantly outperforms
Q-MAC and Queen-MAC in terms of ATF-ratio, configura-
bility, network lifetime, delay violation ratio, and event-to-
sink throughput.
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